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TheClassics.us. Paperback. Book Condition: New. This item is
printed on demand. Paperback. 140 pages. Dimensions: 9.7in. x
7.4in. x 0.3in.This historic book may have numerous typos and
missing text. Purchasers can usually download a free scanned
copy of the original book (without typos) from the publisher.
Not indexed. Not illustrated. 1895 edition. Excerpt: . . . livd in
Regions new! These are specimens of a sort of rondeau which I
think I shall become partial to--because you have one idea
amplified with greater ease and more delight and freedom
than in the sonnet. It is my intention to wait a few years before I
publish any minor poems--and then I hope to have a volume of
some worth--and which those people will relish who cannot
bear the burthen of a long poem. In my journal I intend to copy
the poems I write the days they are written--there is just room I
see in this page to copy a little thing I wrote off to some Music
as it was playing--I had a dove and the sweet dove died, And I
have thought it died of grieving: 0 what could it grieve for it
was tied With a silken thread...
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Most of these pdf is the ideal pdf available. It is definitely basic but shocks within the 50 percent of your book. I am just
easily could get a delight of reading through a written book.
-- Ja ny Cr ist-- Ja ny Cr ist

This publication will never be e ortless to get started on reading through but very entertaining to read through. It
normally is not going to expense too much. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to
find out.
-- O tilia  Schinner-- O tilia  Schinner
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